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To be among the world’s most admired companies, leading transformational change
 in how top organizations communicate with their customers.

To be a North American leader in providing customers with innovative 
marketing and communications solutions that matter.

Understanding our customers’ needs

Fostering individual initiatives and continuous learning

Supporting an open, participatory team

Reinvesting in our business

Contributing to the communities in which we work and live

Replenishing the environment
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Environmental Trailblazer

St. Joseph Communications (SJC) recognizes that 
as members of a larger ecosystem, we all have a 
responsibility to improve the environment. Since 
its founding in 1956, SJC has been committed to 
practicing a set of core values which are focused 
around social and environmental responsibility.  As 
stated in our Values & Guiding Principles: 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 
INITIATIVES AND POLICIES

WE ARE COMMITTED TO 
REPLENISHING THE ENVIRONMENT 
UPON WHICH OUR BUSINESS AND 
QUALITY OF LIFE DEPEND.” 

From our early days, we have been at the forefront 
of the printing industry, demonstrating leadership 
and commitment through the implementation 
of environmental programs and the adoption 
of industry best practices for the benefit of our 
customers, employees and the community as a 
whole. 

We take our environmental contribution very 
seriously and are committed to ensuring that all 
areas of our business continually strive to achieve the 
most ecological processes available.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY 

Launched Partners in Growth®, our reforestation program in partnership with Scouts Canada.  

Completely eliminated isopropyl alcohol from our press dampening systems

The first in Canada to receive Financial Post magazine’s Environmental Award 

The first web printer to use paper with recycled content

The first web printer in North America to use vegetable-based inks 

Embraced CTP (computer-to-plate) technology and was among the first web printers in 
Canada to adopt a filmless workflow

The first heat-set web printer in North America to be granted Forest Stewardship Council® 
(FSC®) certification

Installed a Megatec CleanSwitch Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) to destroy 99.9% of all 
toxins and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) that are discharged during the printing process

The first publisher/printer in Canada to implement an Ancient Forest Friendly paper policy

The first Canadian printer to print on glossy 100% post-consumer recycled and FSC-
certified paper in the printing of Explore and Cottage Life magazines

Introduced an Environmental Policy outlining our environmental goals and objectives so that 
our associates, customers and partners understand our goals and how they can play a role 

Became certified for Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification® (PEFC®) 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) chain-of-custody standards 

Established a corporate Environmental Task Force 

Adopted Internal Paper Use and Energy Savings policies

Became a participant in the Ontario Demand Response Program which was designed by 
the Ontario Power Authority to reduce electrical load on the Ontario supply grid

Partnered with GrandTrees to continue our Partners in Growth® program, contributing to 
the planting of a tree on behalf of every ton of paper used on a print client’s behalf. 

1990

1991

1993

1994

1996

2001

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

We are initiating change throughout the print and communications world and are taking a leading role in making 
a positive environmental impact. Below are some examples of how SJC has been an environmental trail-blazer 
since its early beginnings:

2016

2019
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Founded in 1990, Partners in Growth is a reforestation program developed by SJC to help replenish natural 
resources. At the time, using recycled paper and recycling were considered important steps, but SJC wanted 
to do something that would actively restore and revitalize Canada’s forests in a way that involved our many 
customers. Over the last 30 years, our Partners in Growth program has planted hundreds of thousands of trees 
across the country. 

History of the Program

When the concept for Partners in Growth first emerged, we looked for an organization with a significant 
environmental track record and the resources to plant seedlings on our behalf. Scouts Canada was an obvious 
choice since they have been reforesting our country since the 1920s. 

While Scouts served as a wonderful long-term partner, its tree planting practices have changed in recent years 
and they no longer have the resources to plant a large number of trees on our behalf.

GrandTrees Partnership

SJC is proud to join GrandTrees Climate Solutions as a Founding 
Sponsor. Through our new partnership, SJC will continue its 
commitment, contributing to the planting of a tree by GrandTrees 
on behalf of every ton of paper used on a print client’s behalf. 

How our clients take part

SJC clients will have the option to include a Partners in Growth mark 
on their printed pieces, highlighting their GrandTrees involvement. 

For more details on GrandTrees, visit grandtrees.org.

HELP US SAVE
THE PLANET,
ONE TREE AT 

A TIME.

Partners
in Growth
For every ton of paper used on 
<client name’s> behalf, 
St. Joseph Communications 
will contribute to the planting
of a tree through GrandTrees.

Sample for inclusion on your printed pieces:
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FACILITY ENGINEERING 

Our Toronto Print Campus and Ottawa Print Centre facilities were designed to be environmentally friendly. 
We took into consideration building and operation designs from leading plants around the world and 
accounted for all processes required for printing, including full trim removal from all equipment.  Paper waste 
is segregated at source through a trim collection system which is engineered into the facility.  The built-in 
systems gather the waste for recycling and separate waste into various categories (i.e. white, coated, printed) 
for added efficiency.   

As part of our Capital Investment Plan, SJC installed ultra-efficient MAN presses which increase flexibility by 
allowing the maximum amount of paper to be used.  We purchase roll sizes that maximize the use of all stock 
and reduce paper waste and trim.  The MAN presses also reduce ink usage and allow efficient production 
of make-readies.  The presses are not only environmentally efficient, they also ensure lower costs to the 
customer through reduced use of raw materials and create less waste overall. 

SJC’s facilities incorporated technological innovations to eliminate or reduce pollution:  

Air 
As part of SJC’s commitment to running greener, cleaner and more efficient operations, we installed a Megtec 
CleanSwitch™ Regenerative Thermal Oxidizer (RTO) in 1996. 

The CleanSwitch™ RTO destroys 
air toxins and Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) that are 
discharged during the printing 
process through high temperature 
thermal oxidation. 

This process converts VOCs to carbon 
dioxide and water vapour, recycling 
released energy to reduce operating 
costs. It destroys up to 99.9 per cent 
of VOCs and Hazardous Air Pollutants 
before clean air is returned back into 
the atmosphere.  

All afterburning technology for the 
elimination of VOCs uses the latest 
in regenerative technology, which 
means we use little or no natural gas 
to burn off these waste by-products.   



Effluent 
SJC’s facility drainage systems were designed to be self-contained and do not enter the municipal sewer 
system in the rare occurrence that ink or chemicals spill on to the plant floor.

All process cooling water is managed in a closed-loop system, so no city water is required for process chilling 
throughout the plant.

In 1996, SJC embraced CTP (computer to plate) 
technology and was among the first web printers in 
Canada to adopt a filmless workflow. As part of our 
migration to CTP technology, we removed all of our 
film imaging equipment and no longer use or store any 
chemicals required for film processing.  Alcohol-free 
fountain solution is used to clean our plates and both 
the solution and the plates are recycled after use.

Other “green” features of our facilities include 
occupancy sensors which monitor activity in rooms and 
turn lights on and off accordingly.

We are always looking for new and better ways to practice what we preach when it comes to living our 
environmental sustainability values.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH & SAFETY 

At SJC, we have a proven track record of exceeding audit requirements. 
SJC printing facilities exceed all governmental (federal, provincial and 
municipal) regulating by-laws for annual Water Sampling to test for 
industrial waste. Industrial Waste by-law enforcement officers inspect 
operations at industries and sample the sanitary and storm sewer 
discharges. They ensure that no hazardous wastes are discharged to the 
sewers, and that other contaminants that may be harmful to the system, 
such as heavy metals, are severely restricted.

In addition, each facility completes the National Pollutant Release 
Inventory (NPRI) Report every year. NPRI is Canada’s legislated, publicly 
accessible inventory of pollutant releases and transfers. It is at the 
centre of the Government of Canada’s efforts to track toxic substances 
and other substances of concern, providing information on releases (to 
air, water, and land) and transfers (to disposal and recycling) of over 
300 substances. Annual reporting to the NPRI is mandatory under the 
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999) for industrial 
and other facilities that meet reporting requirements.

SJC’s waste includes inks, used oil and chemicals from the machines 
used in the printing process. This waste is disposed of through the use of 
a third party disposal company.  Waste is stored in drums that are kept 
in a designated area within the plant. The underground interceptors 
are tested biannually by SJC and randomly by municipal inspectors. 
The three interceptors and the holding tank were in compliance with 
regulation when last tested. Water quality is tested every 6 months. 

All waste disposed of by SJC is required to be logged for a two-year 
period. All solvents used in the production process are Safety Solvents, 
which means they have a very high flash point (i.e. risk of explosion/fire 
is low), and all ink used in the production process is vegetable based, 
which is safer for those handling it and for the environment.

Other reports such as Noise Level Testing and Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs) audits and reporting are also performed. SJC is 
committed to ensuring it performs well below the acceptable standards 
for pollution emissions.



ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

As Canada’s largest privately owned communications company, SJC recognizes the importance and shared 
responsibility of protecting our natural resources. As stated in our founding Values and Guiding Principles, we 
are committed to replenishing the environment upon which our business and quality of life depend. To this 
end, we conduct our business in a manner that reflects our concern for the environment and supports the 
principles of sustainable development.

Our Environmental Policy centres on the following goals and objectives:
To protect ancient and endangered forests by maximizing the use of recycled fibres and through the 
adoption of preferences for certified virgin fibre and paper with post-consumer recycled content whenever 
possible;
To minimize energy use through efficient management and practice;
To minimize water use through efficient management and practice;
To minimize waste generation through reduction, reuse and recycling;
To minimize polluting effluent and emissions into air, land and water;
To minimize noise and odour pollutants;
To minimize, and where possible, eliminate the use of chemicals;
To meet, and where possible, exceed environmental standards, regulations and guidelines;
To design and manufacture our products to be safe to use and to minimize their environmental impact;
To require our suppliers to conduct their operations in a socially and environmentally responsible manner.

We continuously strive to achieve these objectives by integrating them into our business planning, decision-
making, performance-tracking and review processes to ensure we achieve our goals and continually improve 
upon them.

Furthermore, each of our associates has an individual responsibility to understand and support our 
environmental policy and to actively participate in programs to ensure our goals and objectives are achieved.

We believe our company must work with associates; suppliers; partners; customers; governmental, non-
governmental and community organizations to protect and enhance the environment. We foster open 
dialogue with our stakeholders to share relevant information, and contribute to the development of sound 
public policy and business initiatives. 

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ANCIENT FORESTS 
STEWARDSHIP POLICY
As a recognized leader in the development of fiscally responsible and environmentally sustainable business practices, we 
have developed the following policy with respect to the use of paper from ancient1 and endangered2 papers. 

As Canada’s largest privately held printer and publisher of consumer magazines, we recognize the impact paper 
production has on our forest ecosystems. We also recognize that paper is one of the major expenses of the publishing 
business and therefore must be sourced and managed in a fiscally responsible way.

The purpose of this policy is to set out the objectives of SJC with respect to the use of paper from ancient and endangered 
forests and the measures that we take in support of these objectives.

SJC collaborates with magazine publishers, paper manufacturers and environmental organizations to help create 
and support alternatives to paper milled from ancient and endangered forests. In this regard, SJC uses reasonable 
efforts to influence our paper supply chain to use environmentally responsible practices.

SJC seeks to maximize the use of recycled fibres in all paper products. 

SJC works with suppliers and environmental organizations such as Canopy to encourage the development of 
agricultural residues and fibres as a commercially viable fibre source for paper. 

SJC adopts a preference for certified over non-certified virgin fibre and works to increase the production of fibre that 
meets the standards of the Forest Stewardship Council3 (or other similarly recognized standards).

SJC encourages suppliers to eliminate the production of persistent organic pollutants (POPs4), to use benign 
bleaching technologies (such as peroxide or UV), and to establish closed loop facilities. 

SJC engages our customers and stakeholders in dialogue about our commitment to minimize ecological impact. SJC 
recognizes the benefit of creating environmental awareness among readers of our consumer magazines. Therefore, 
we promote our commitment to readers by: 

Noting the post-consumer content of the paper used in magazine mastheads etc.;
Using the Ancient Forest Friendly logo in mastheads where appropriate; and
Incorporating our environmental commitment into web and electronic forums as appropriate.

-------------

1  Ancient/Old-Growth Forests refer to forest areas that are relatively undisturbed by human activity. Ancient forests vary significantly 
in age and structure from forest type to forest type and one biogeoclimatic zone to another. Boreal forests, temperate or tropical 
rainforests may all be classified as ancient or old growth forests. The following features characterize ancient forests:

They have not undergone any significant industrial activity
They are naturally regenerated and dominated by a range of indigenous tree species
Tree size, age and spacing vary widely
Accumulations of dead standing trees (snags) and fallen trees are much more frequent than in younger forests
Ancient forests contain trees that are large for the species and site combination
The canopy of an ancient forest has many openings and the forest floor is lush with ferns, berry bushes, mosses etc.
Support old-growth dependant species like the endangered Spotted Owl

2  Endangered Forests are so rare, threatened or ecologically vulnerable, and are of such global biological importance that any 
commercial use could irreparably damage their conservation value. There are four ecological categories of Endangered Forests:

Intact forest landscapes (also known as Frontier Forests)
Restoration and remnant forest types
Exceptional biodiversity values (e.g., rare forest types, forests exhibiting high endemism or species richness)
Core habitat of focal conservation species

3  Currently the only standard that is broadly endorsed by indigenous, social, and environmental NGOs is the FSC standard.

4  Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) are toxins that are produced during the bleaching process of pulp and paper with the use of chlorine 
and/or chlorine compounds. If POPs enter the environment, they remain intact for long periods of time. These toxins enter the food chain and 
bio-accumulate as they move up the food chain. POPs are thought to pose significant health risks to flora, fauna and humans.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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INTERNAL PAPER USAGE POLICY

This document outlines the appropriate use of all printers and copiers 
throughout SJC, to which all associates will adhere.
 
FOR ALL ASSOCIATES

All associates must support duplex (double-sided) printing and 
photocopying by accepting and using duplex documents whenever 
possible. Associates unsure of how to set up duplex capabilities on their 
computer should consult their IT department. 
Any presentations that require colour copies should only use colour on 
final outputs – all test and approval copies should be printed in B&W.
All associates should avoid unnecessary backgrounds and pictures in 
presentations whenever possible.
Management does not support the personal use of any printers and/or 
photocopiers that are owned or leased by SJC.

FOR IT DEPARTMENTS 
The IT department must ensure all new shared printers and photocopiers 
purchased for use at SJC include duplex (double-sided) capabilities.
The IT department will ensure all shared printers and photocopiers be 
set to duplex by default, except in offices in which one-sided documents 
are frequently needed, as long as best efforts are made to keep as many 
shared machines set to duplex as possible. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

ENERGY SAVINGS POLICY

Energy savings from proper power management of personal computers and 
lighting in the office can be considerable. This document outlines the benefits 
and enforcement of power management, to which all associates will adhere.
 
FOR ALL ASSOCIATES

At the end of each day, all associates will adhere to shut-down procedures 
by turning off computers, monitors, speakers, etc. 
Screen savers are prohibited, as they consume a continuous flow of energy.
PCS that don’t have “automatic power down to standby feature,” will be 
switched off at the end of every day. 

•

•
•

Lights and equipment (e.g., calculators, radios, shredders) will be turned off when not in use, or when left 
for long periods such as overnight.

FOR IT DEPARTMENTS 
The IT department must ensure all new shared printers and photocopiers purchased for use at SJC include 
duplex (double-sided) capabilities.
The IT department will ensure all shared printers and photocopiers be set to duplex by default, except in 
offices in which one-sided documents are frequently needed, as long as best efforts are made to keep as 
many shared machines set to duplex as possible. 

•

•

•
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